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A B S T R A C T
Industrial estate firms have important roles in national development through the industrial development. In the course of their life, industrial estate firms ought to follow the firm life cycle pattern. The common pattern shows that the period, in which the firm experiences profit increase, will be directly followed by consistent profit and profit decrease. Should the strategy realization are not precisely implemented during each stage, especially the decreases period, it will be difficult for the firm to survive. A strategy that can be implemented by industrial estate firms in order to be sustained is to manage Product-Service System (PSS). It is a well-known concept in creating opportunities for a new business model in which firms can offer bundles of products and services to their customers instead of merely tangible products. PSS can be distinguished into three types of categorization consist of different compositions of products and services and different business activities. Each type of PSS and business activities can be applied at the stages of the firm life cycle in accordance with its condition to maintain the company's sustainability at every stage of its life cycle. In this article, we construct a conceptual framework to help Indonesian industrial estate firm to be alert on the need to focuses on providing services instead of only selling products. This article also shows that different PSS management would be needed in particular stages of firm life cycle. Applying suitable PSS and business activities based on PSS in each stage of the firm life cycle can lead to gaining a competitive advantage and sustainable industrial estate firms. This article's novelty is to combine the PSS concept concerning each stage of firm life cycle at industrial estate firms.

1. Introduction
This article is an extension of our previous work published at 2017 IEEE International Conference on Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management (IEEM) [1]. Our previous work discussed about types of PSS and business activities implementation in Indonesian industrial estate firms in order to help them sustain [1]. Industrial estates firstly initiated in Europe, such as England; Netherland; Germany; and the United States of America in the late 1800s [2]. They are built as a center and localization for industrial companies [2]. Following after, many countries also built industrial estates for several reasons such as environmental and economic growth [3]. Industrial estate firms have obligation to provide land; building; infrastructures; utility services [4]; and amenities [5] for industrial companies in the estate and community. Industrial estates, primarily built to support industrial growth [2] by spurring industrial growth [6] and efficient resources usage [5] while also aimed to protect the environment [3]. Based on their purposes, industrial estate firms becoming important for a nation and need to be sustained. However, along their lifespan, industrial estate firm will then follow the firm life cycle pattern [7].

Following the common firm life cycle, industrial estate firms will experience profit ups and downs [8]. At the beginning of the firm life cycle, industrial estate firms have land and building to be sold, thus they will be able to make enough profit. However, along the time period, if the business runs well, these land and buildings will eventually be sold out. Thus, in the later stages, industrial estate firms need to find other sources of profit to keep them...
sustained. Many industrial estate firms have tried to sustain by expanding the industrial estate of building another one in a different location. But this strategy seems to be unsuitable for long-term business since the land will eventually run out and the industrial estate market will also be saturated. Moreover, the local government will also impose several regulations that will limit the building of industrial estate firms. Then, to help industrial estate firms to be sustained, the concept of PSS is seemed to be suitable.

PSS concept attempt to shift tangible products consumption into services with the same performance, function, and benefit [9]. By applying the concept of PSS, the production and consumption of tangible products can be reduced so as to reduce the environmental burden, providing opportunities for new business models [9,10], and improving the social conditions of the community through co-creation [11]. According to experts, PSS is divided into three types and for each type of there are several types of business activities. In its implementation, the company can choose the type of PSS and business activities. Each type and business activities have their own characteristic that will build different strategies. These strategies would be suitable with the condition of the industrial estate firms at each stage of the life cycle. The appropriate business activity at the beginning of the life cycle stage may be different from the appropriate business activity at the later life cycle stages. The concept of PSS that combines the tangible products with services is considered to be suitable for the firms to achieve sustainability in each stage of its firm life cycle. It can be achieved by combining the limited tangible products with services.

In Indonesia, the first industrial estate was built in Cilacap in 1968 and the number was continuously increasing each year. The rapidly increasing number of industrial estate firms is partly due to the fact that since 1989 the private sector has been allowed to build industrial estate firms in Indonesia. Until now there are about 232 industrial estates in Indonesia [12]. About 68.24% industrial estates were located in Java, the most populous and developed island in Indonesia, where Jakarta as Indonesian capital is also located [12]. Therefore the Indonesian government encourages further industrial estates development outside of Java [13]. This regulation is applied to increase the distribution of industrial, economic and welfare development, especially outside of Java [12].

In Indonesia, the importance of industrial estate roles is strengthened by the Constitution of Republic of Indonesia number 3 the year 2014 (Undang-Undang Republik Indonesia) on the industry, which states the development of the industry as one of the pillars of national economic development [14]. Indonesian industrial estates were built to support national industries. According to Indonesian government’s regulations, industrial estates in Indonesia were built for several purposes, such as to accelerate the spread and equality of industrial development; to develop environmentally friendly industrial development; to encourage investment and industrial competitiveness; and to give certainty to the site [15]. With these regulations, it is obvious that industrial estate firms play important roles to support economic development [14] through raising companies efficiency; attract investors [16]; create job opportunities; foster innovation [3]; and support welfare enhancement in surrounding area. Industrial estates also help the government to control environmental impact and industrial development [15]. Considering the importance of the roles of industrial estate companies, it is necessary to think applicable efforts to support their sustainability.

The Indonesian government has already been aware of the important role of industrial estate firms by encouraging industrial estate firms’ performance and the effort for sustainability. One of the efforts done by Indonesian government is by setting government regulation in 2009 and 2015 that remark sustainability in term of economic [14-15,17] and competitiveness; social [17]; community [6]; and environmental [15,17] which are deemed suitable with sustainable development concept [18]. As an effort to improve the performance and sustainability of industrial estates, Indonesian government through The Indonesian Industrial Ministry holding Indonesian Industrial Estate Award(s), which has been held at 2013 and 2015 [17].

Indonesian industrial estate firm will also face a life cycle pattern problem, which in a certain period they will experience a decrease in profit due to exhaustion or reduction in product sales. But given its important role, they need to be sustainable. As discussed previously, the PSS concept would be necessary to help industrial estate firms to be sustained.

There have been many studies and discussions about PSS related to the life cycle carried out by researchers. Most researchers write about PSS to prolong product and PSS life cycle and further to recycle or rebuild them. PSS concept discussed managing PSS product life cycle stages: design, manufacturing, usage, remanufacturing or disposal [19-20] toward sustainability. While for of PSS life cycle, PSS management discussed for the beginning of life, middle of life and end of life [20-21]. Beginning of life stage consist of ideation, requirement, design, middle of life consist of realization, delivery, support, and end of life consist of evolution [20, 22].

However, the article that discussed PSS management to address the firm life cycle has not been found. Although commonly the pattern of product, PSS, and firm life cycle may be similar, the strategy to manage the PSS would be different due to the unique characteristic of each industrial estate firms. The article discusses the implementation of PSS at industrial estate firms has also could not be found. Therefore, this article will discuss PSS implementation at industrial estate firms.

As pointed earlier, this article is an extent of our previous work. In the previous work, we found that Indonesian industrial estate began to lead to the provision of services, in addition to merely selling products [1]. They already practice some of the business activities as an effort to gain new profit toward sustainability [1]. This article will extend the finding by considering the firm life cycle. Relation of the type of PSS and business activities practiced with the stages of the firm life cycle would be studied. This study is conducted due to the fact that for industrial estate firm, there are different characteristics in each stage of the firm life cycle that will logically differ on what are the suitable type of PSS that need to be implemented.

The objective of this article is to build a conceptual framework regarding sustainable issues of industrial estate firms in each stage of firm life cycle using the PSS concept. This article will study each PSS types and business activities implementation at 5 industrial estates firms to understand PSS implementation in
Indonesian industrial estate firms while testing the theoretical based framework. This article will contribute to help industrial estate firm by raising awareness and giving suggestion to the industrial estate firms so that they will be more focus on providing services as the alternative income generator. This article also highlights the differences of PSS concept that is needed among stages of firm life cycle to help industrial estate firms sustain in each stage. For the government, this article will give insight for industrial estate planning and policy-making to encourage sustainability of the industrial estate firms to suitably play important roles. For academic field, this article will contribute to combine PSS concept with life cycle concept in an effort to help industrial estate firms to sustain.

In the following section, the literature review will be discussed, especially about the concepts that will be used as the basis for the formation of the framework and the previous studies followed by the research objective and methodology. Furthermore, the conceptual framework of PSS management will be presented at each stage of product life cycle followed by a discussion on PSS management framework and practice in Indonesian industrial area. In the end, this article will be closed by the conclusion, including implications and further research directions.

2. Literature Review

As previously mentioned, in most countries, industrial estates managed by industrial estate firms, have been built to help companies to operate more efficiently due to they are providing facilities, amenities, and waste treatment infrastructure to support companies’ in their operation [4,5]. Industrial estates are built with the objectives to encourage employment rate and economic growth [6,23], to attract new firms [5] and foreign direct investments [6], to foster technological learning and innovation [3], to spur an industrial dynamic [6], to efficient resource used, and to lower environmental burden [23]. With this supports, companies may benefit from the reduced cost of getting water, energy, material, etc., as well as disposal cost [24]. Another benefit that will be gained by the company is an opportunity to build relationships and make collaborations with other companies and stakeholders to build value co-creation [25].
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Figure 1. Common life cycle model[8], [26]

In the course of their growth and development, firms will experience the stages that form the general pattern, namely the firm life cycle [7]. Several authors identified divisions of firm life cycle stages. However, common stages are divided into start-up, growth, maturity and decline stages [26] with the S-shaped pattern [27]. The common pattern of the life cycle is as shown in Figure 1 [8,27]. At each stage of its life cycle, the company will experience different conditions of different pressures, threats, and opportunities [28]. Therefore, the company will need a different strategy and performance [29], structure [30], effectiveness criteria [31], profit-maximizing [27] to keep sustaining in each stage of the life cycle.

In Indonesia, industrial estate firms have an important role in national economic development. This is indicated by the Republic of Indonesian government regulation requiring industrial companies to operate within industrial zones administered by licensed industrial estate companies, except in limited circumstances [15]. While in Indonesian republican law, the industry is declared as one of the pillars of national economic development [14]. Thus, it is clear that the industrial estate firms have an important role to play in national economic development. Indonesian Ministry of Industrial and Trade at 1987 already stated that industrial estate firms have obligations to provide road network in industrial estate, drainage, installation of clean water supply along with distribution channels to each industrial plot, wastewater treatment plant which can accommodate all wastewater from factories in industrial estates, electricity supply installations and distribution networks, telecommunications networks, environmental impact control facilities, lighting, industrial estates corporate offices, fire-fighters, housing for industrial workers, social and public facilities in accordance with the relevant provisions of the relevant agencies [12]. The Indonesian government already paid attention to the importance of industrial estate firms, as well as efforts to support the Indonesian industrial estate firms’ sustainability by issuing some regulations, such as that remark sustainability in term of economic [14–16] and competitiveness [17]; social [17]; community [6]; and environmental [15,17] which are deemed suitable with sustainable development concept [18], as well as formulating a roadmap for industrial estates and organizing industrial estate awards for high performer industrial estates [17].

The first industrial estate in Indonesia was built in Cilacap in 1968, and since then some new industrial estates are built each year and the number increases from year to year. Until now, prospects for industrial estates is still considered good since demand is rising [12]. Geographically, the industrial area in Indonesia is still not evenly distributed. Most of them or as much as 68.24% have been built on Java, while in Riau Island, Riau and Bintan is 17.17% [12]. In Sumatra, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Ambon and Papua there are 7.73%, 3.43%, 2.58%, 0.43% and 0.43% respectively [12]. Java is attractive to industrial estate firms due to the density of the population thus able to provide advantages of localization and urbanization economy[32]. Moreover, the complete facilities and infrastructure in Java and the presence of the nation’s capital making it more interesting for further gain on profit. With this condition, the Industrial Master Plan or RI PIN 2015-2035 prioritizes the development of industrial areas outside Java to encourage welfare distribution throughout Indonesia.

Indonesian industrial estate firm main business is selling products in the form of land and buildings that make most of the profits. In addition, industrial estate firms also provide a range of services to support and to assist companies in the industrial estates
such as renting warehouses, land, buildings, industrial vehicles and other industrial equipment; providing water supply, waste treatment, and disposal; shipping and delivery facilities, etc. [1]. Product in the form of land and building usually give enough profit for industrial estate firms, but it is still limited. Once the land and buildings are sold out, the profits will only come from the provision of services, which is, of course, lower than the sales of the products. Some industrial estate firms maintain their sustainability by expanding the land or opening industrial estates elsewhere. However, this strategy cannot be done continuously since in the near future, the land will run out. This condition is also barred by the limitation by the rules of fringe benefit that some allocated area is not supposed to be used for industries [33]. Therefore, a new business model that emphasizes the provision of services will be appropriate to be applied to industrial park companies in order to remain profitable enough to be sustained.

Related to the firms’ life cycle concept, in the early stages of its life cycle, industrial estate firms will gain enough profit from product sales, but in the later stages where the product is sold out, the industrial estate company needs to find a new business model to earn enough profit to be sustained. Regarding the importance of the role of industrial estate companies in Indonesia in contributing to the development of the national economy, an effort to maintain their sustainability is highly needed. The concept of PSS that combines product sales and service provision will be suitable for application in industrial estate firms, especially in the later stage of the firm life cycle.

PSS is a system of products; services; network; and infrastructure designed to meet customer needs and cause lower environmental impact than traditional business models while seek to increase firm competitiveness [34]. PSS promote dematerialization [9,35]. It is the attempt to decrease tangible products consumption, and wherever possible change it into the bundle of products and services [9]. PSS also attempt to tangible products’ useful life and increase the utilization of tangible products [10] that both will reduce tangible product usage. With PSS concept, consumer or user will receive relatively equal function, performance, and benefit as they buy tangible products in a different way. PSS concept attempt to decreased environmental burden and meeting the needs of the world’s population that increased dramatically in recent decades [9].

To attain their sustainability, PSS would be appropriate to implemented by industrial estate firms since it brings out an opportunity to find new added value and competitiveness. PSS can also increase customers’ satisfaction by offering customized product and services, building a good customer relationship, and creating faster innovation opportunity [35]. All of these conditions can lead industrial estate firm to gain competitive advantage and then sustainability. A reference [36] stated that land and building selling in industrial estates need to be shifted into services in the future because of the availability of the limited products.

According to experts, the PSS is categorized into three different types, namely product-oriented, use-oriented, and result-oriented [10,36] as shown in Figure 2. Each of the type related to particular business activities and particular composition of products and services.

The first type is Product-oriented PSS. Product-oriented PSS is the type of PSS that most closely resembling a traditional business, where products ownership transferred to the customer as the main business, but with the addition of services to extend products’ life and retrieve them when the product is unusable for recycling[10]. Reference [35] stated 2 business activities of product-oriented PSS, namely product-related services and also advice and consultation to prolong the product's useful life as an effort to decrease the product consumption [35]. Example of product-oriented PSS implementations in industries is Eastern Energy, which provides energy management; consumption and process monitoring; utility awareness; and training to help their customer maintain the products that will prolong their life cycle [10]. The other example is Polyp plank AB that creates cheap, recyclable and moisture-resistant composite material to be used for paper mill’s core plug from plastic waste [37]. Polyp plank AB also takes back the core plug to be reused four times before need to be replaced [37]. With this system, products consumption can be reduced.

The second type is use-oriented PSS. The Use-oriented PSS is a PSS type in which the tangible product is used, but the ownership of the product is not transferred to the customer for the purpose of improving the utilization and extending the useful life of the product [10]. Business activities in this type are product lease, product renting/ sharing, and product pooling [35]. Examples of this type are vehicle sharing group, where vehicle provided by the provider and used by several customers by sharing scheme [10]. In Seoul, a public bicycle system operated to reduce energy consumption, raise community health status as well as reduce bicycle used and budget for buying bicycle by individuals [38]. The other example is Conway’s water purifier which built a rental system with the regular visiting maintenance service for water purifier [39]. With this rental system, the customer does not need to buy the product, and other customers can use the product when he/she does not intend to use it. Regular visiting of maintenance will help the product to be in good condition and can be used for a longer time.

The last type is result-oriented PSS. Result-oriented PSS is the type of PSS with the greatest service composition. In this type, customers buy services in the form of capabilities and results [10]. Business activities in this type are activity management, pay-per-service unit, and functional result [35]. Example of this type of PSS implementations is Xerox pay-per-copy system, where the

![Figure 2. Types of Product-Service System (PSS) [35]](www.astesj.com)
customer will lease the copy machine and they will pay per copy they made counted by the machine [10]. Xerox will also provide maintenance service and will take the machine back after the leased in finished. With more or less similar system, Electrolux also create a system, which customers pay initial fee for placing the washing machine in their place, then payment would be made per wash [10]. Electrolux also is responsible for the maintenance, reparation, and another financial service of the washing machine [10]. With this system, the washing machine useful life will be prolonged, since the cost for maintenance and repair done by the experts, while customers benefit from efficient cost.

Among these three types of PSS, there would be differences in product and service proportion, as well as business activities. Product-oriented PSS has the largest proportion of the product, followed by the use-oriented PSS, thus conversely, result-oriented PSS has the largest service proportion. Business activities of each type of PSS would be appropriate to be applied at each stage of the firm life cycle of industrial estate firms to help industrial estate firms to be sustained in each stage of the life cycle.

This article will discuss the conceptual framework of PSS management at each stage of the firm life cycle. The discussion will take the context of Indonesian industrial estate firms that have important roles in Indonesian economic development as stated in the Indonesian Constitution Number 3 the year 2014. This article will provide a novelty on the application of PSS types at the stages of the firm life cycle within the context of industrial estate firms in Indonesia.

3. Research Objectives and Methodology

From the beginning, the Government of Indonesia built industrial estate firms with the main objective of controlling industrial development, controlling the environmental burden, overcoming the limitations of industrial support, and accommodating housing needs around industrial sites [36]. Later on, the purpose of an industrial estate building is growing primarily to develop the industry [36] in an attempt to support national economic growth [14]. Different from most countries, starting from 1989 until now, industrial estates in Indonesia are allowed to be built by the private sector [36]. With this permission, industrial estates in Indonesia are developing even faster. The fast development is due to capital addition and new innovation from private firms. In future development, industrial estates in Indonesia are directed and expected to adopt the concept of a modern industrial estate for the development of a sustainable national industrial competitiveness [36]. In addition, they are also expected to contribute to aspects of sustainability, namely economic, social, and environmental development [36]. The future development of Indonesian industrial estates is also directed at providing services rather than merely selling products [36].

This article will use the PSS concept to help Indonesian industrial estate firms that play important roles in national economic development to gain enough profit and can be sustained in each stage of the life cycle. According to the previous research, actually Indonesian industrial estate firms are starting to do business activities that match with PSS concept [28]. This finding indicates that Indonesian industrial estate firms are suitable for PSS implementation. Therefore, this article will provide a conceptual framework to manage PSS in each stage of the industrial estate firms’ life cycle to sustain the industrial estate firms. This article will also provide direction for relevant further research. The conceptual framework also attempts to help the Indonesian government to set a plan, policy, and regulation that will be suitable for the industrial estate firms’ development.

To create the conceptual framework, deductive and inductive approach used as shown in Figure 3. A deductive approach will be used to build the framework based on literature reviews while inductive approach will be used to test and improve the framework.

The research begins by identifying problems by examining the condition of industrial estates in Indonesia. Next, authors conduct a systematic literature review on the industrial estate, firm life cycle and PSS to find suitable concepts to build the conceptual framework. The conceptual framework then was built deductively. To build the conceptual framework, there are several methodologies known. This article uses a methodology that suggests three steps of conceptual framework building: (1) identify the concepts, (2) organize the concepts, and (3) define the boundaries [40]. After that, some cases of industrial estate firms will be used to test the conceptual framework. The data will be obtained from secondary data from websites and results. The framework testing will use an inductive approach. The conceptual framework would be improved if needed based on the test result.

To test the conceptual framework, 5 industrial estate firms would be obtained. Four of them are 2015 industrial estate awards winners, namely First Industrial Estate, Second Industrial Estate, Third Industrial Estate, and Fourth Industrial Estate. Industrial estate awards event was conducted in 2015 by Indonesian Industrial Ministry especially to monitor industrial estate development. These industrial estate firms were chosen because they are well-established, good performers and already proven their performance and sustainability for about 30 years. One of the
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industrial estate firms taken is the latecomer or new industrial estate firms, namely Fifth Industrial Estate. This industrial estate firm is taken to compare the condition with the four well-established industrial estate firms. Interviews were conducted with experts who are works in industrial estate firms and consultant of industrial estate firms. The names of the industrial estate firms are disguised in this article, to maintain the confidentiality of the firms.

Some of Indonesia's long-standing industrial areas maintain their sustainability by expanding and/or creating new business models based on services. The literature review is also carried out to find a suitable concept to help industrial estate companies to be sustainable at each stage of the firm life cycle. The literature review found that the article that links between PSS with the firm life cycle is still rare. In addition, articles on the application of PSS to industrial estate companies have not been found. Therefore, this article will try to apply the concept of PSS related to the life cycle of the company in the Indonesian industrial estate firms. The concept of PSS is found to be appropriate to address this problem, as it offers a new business model that combines products with services. Then it can be concluded that this article will use the concepts of industrial estate firms, firm life cycle, and PSS.

The second step is to organize the concepts. As discussed previously, Indonesian industrial estate firms will generally follow the firm life cycle [41] although the details of the form and the pattern period may be different from the common pattern. Then to be sustained at each stage of the life cycle, the firms need to apply particularly suitable strategies [29]. Considering the characteristics of industrial estate firms that have limited tangible resources, the PSS concept that seeks to shift the use of products to services will be appropriate. The concept of PSS consists of 3 types, each of which consists of different business activities to shift the consumption of products into services [35]. Each of these types of PSS can be implemented as a strategy at each stage of the product life cycle in an attempt to be sustained. For example, for the introduction and growth stages, product-oriented PSS would be suitable, because mostly in these stages industrial estate firms sell products. But this is not the case for other stages. The relationship of the concepts built the conceptual framework for industrial estate firms as described in Figure 4.

This figure shows that in course of their life, industrial estate firm, as also most firms, will face stages of firm life cycle, namely start-up/introduction, growth, maturity, and decline [8]. Due to the limitations of products to be sold, then in the early stages of the firm life cycle, industrial estate firms can sell more products than services. However, in the later stages, when the product is sold out, in order to sustain they need to provide more services. This condition is matching with the characteristics of the PSS types’ distribution, namely product-oriented PSS, use-oriented PSS, and result-oriented PSS. Industrial estate firms can appropriately apply product-oriented PSS in the early stages of the product life cycle, where they still have products to sell or product sales are still increasing. After that, use-oriented PSS will be appropriately applied, when the product starts to run out or product sales begin to decline. At last, result-oriented PSS will be appropriate to be applied when the product is fewer or even exhausted and product sales are declining significantly, so new income from the new business model is needed. With the new business, the industrial estate will be survived even in decline stage.

For each type of PSS, there are business activities that can be implemented by the firms. Using the product-oriented type, most firms sell product and added services [35]. Most Indonesian

---

4. Conceptual Framework

As discussed earlier, the problem faced by Indonesian industrial estate firms is how to sustain at every stage of the firm life cycle. Based on this problem, systematic literature reviews were conducted to build the conceptual framework. The first step in building a conceptual framework according to the chosen methodology is to identify the concepts. From the literature review, observation, and interview, it is found that industrial estate companies experience the firm life cycle pattern [41]. At the initial stage of the life cycle, industrial estate firms gain enough profit from selling the product in the form of land and building. But after that, the profit will be decreased because the land and building would be sold out.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT-ORIENTED PSS</th>
<th>USE-ORIENTED PSS</th>
<th>RESULT-ORIENTED PSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Product related</td>
<td>• Product lease</td>
<td>• Activity management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Sell products,</td>
<td>o Lease products</td>
<td>o Provide various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>such as land,</td>
<td>with unlimited</td>
<td>services that will</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buildings,</td>
<td>access, such as</td>
<td>support customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equipments,</td>
<td>land, buildings,</td>
<td>with outsourcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vehicle</td>
<td>machinery</td>
<td>system with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Provide</td>
<td>o Provide</td>
<td>regular periodical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maintenance,</td>
<td>maintenance,</td>
<td>payment, such as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repair, and</td>
<td>repair, and</td>
<td>security services,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supplies services</td>
<td>supplies services</td>
<td>cleaning services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Advice and</td>
<td>• Product renting</td>
<td>• Pay per service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consultancy</td>
<td>/ sharing</td>
<td>unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Advice about</td>
<td>o Rent and share</td>
<td>o Provide various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>product usage</td>
<td>products with</td>
<td>output of products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Consultancy</td>
<td>limited access,</td>
<td>and services with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>about product usage</td>
<td>such as</td>
<td>payment per</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Efficiency</td>
<td>equipments,</td>
<td>output taken by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vehicles</td>
<td>companies, such as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Provide</td>
<td>copy machine,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maintenance,</td>
<td>washing machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>repair, service</td>
<td>o Functional result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Product pooling</td>
<td>o Provide comfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Rent products</td>
<td>office, company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to be used</td>
<td>environment, fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>together by</td>
<td>delivery, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>customers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>simultaneously,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>such as packing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>equipments,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>delivery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Provide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maintenance,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>repair and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This article will try to apply the concept of PSS related to the life cycle of the firm as described in Figure 4.
The business activity of industrial estate firms can provide do business activities of this type in form of:

1. Product-related services. The business activity where firms sell products to the customer but also add services to prolong the product's useful life, efficient use and take back after usage [35]. Industrial estate firms provide maintenance, repair, and supplies services for companies' land, buildings, and facilities, such as the industrial vehicle; machinery; waste; water treatment, etc.

2. Advice and consultancy. The business activity where firms give advice and consultancy regarding companies operations, management or setup to help prolong the product's useful life and efficient use [35]. In these business activities, the industrial estate firms can provide assistance in form of providing training and consultancy for several activities, such as inventory control, company setting, organizational management, waste treatment, maintenance, etc.

Using use-oriented type, firms sell the use or availability of product [10] instead of sell product [35]. Indonesian industrial estate firms' do business activities of this type in form of:

1. Product lease. The business activity where firms lease products instead of selling them [35]. Products ownership would still be at producer instead of customer [35]. The producer also has responsibilities of maintenance and taking back products at the end of its useful life [35]. With this business activity, customers get unlimited access to the products leased [35]. Industrial estate firms can lease land; building; industrial vehicles; warehouse; and other equipment to customer/user. Customer/user can use and access the products unlimitedly during the period of leasing. Hence, customer/user is defined as industrial companies operated in the industrial estates firms. Companies, as the customer/user, pay regular fee periodically, while maintenance and repairment ensured by industrial estate firms. This action will ensure cost-efficiency in the whole industrial estate firms due to economic scale and utilization.

2. Product renting or sharing. The business activity where customer/user rent products and the products can be used by more than one customer [35]. Here, customer/user does not have unlimited access [35]. Industrial estate firms can provide facilities, such as a warehouse, office building, and equipment, such as the vehicle, and machinery to be rent to companies. Customers can share in using these products with other. Industrial estate firms can also rent it to more than one customer with the particular arrangement. This scheme will increase the utilization and productivity of products, decrease total products produce, as well as benefit the customer at an efficiency, practical and lower cost.

3. Product pooling. The business activity where products can be used together and be operated for more than one customers simultaneously [35]. Industrial estate firms can provide some industrial vehicles, equipment, and facilities that can be used by customers simultaneously. For instance, to deliver production results, more than one customers can use the same vehicle. Another example is water treatment, which more than one customers can use the same equipment. This scheme would be applicable for industrial vehicle and equipment. However, for land, buildings, and specific machinery this scheme will only be applicable for companies that only need the products occasionally or operated in a low capacity.

Using the result-oriented type, the firm sells result or capability instead of products, that can be customized to what customers/users needs [10]. Customers/users will then pay only for the result used [10]. Industrial estate firm can do business activities in form of:

1. Activity management/outourcing. The business activity where firms provide outsourcing for customers [35]. Industrial estate firms can provide various services that will support customers to operate more efficiently. Some services that can be provided are cleaning services; garden maintenance; security services, etc. Customers may use those services with the particular amount of payment included in the contract. With this business activities, customers can focus on their own core business, and do not need to waste much energy and effort to manage the supporting activities and the workforce who carry it out.

2. Pay per service unit. The business activity where firms provide services for customers that are charged per services used by the customer [35]. Industrial estate firms can provide document center; food service; laundry service; load or unload service; and transportation service. Customers can use the services by paying the result according to the number of output needed and used. With this business activity, customers will benefit from efficient cost spent on facilities that actually not continuously or intensely used.

3. Functional result. The business activity where firms sell functional results instead of products [35]. Industrial estate firms can provide results as services for customers, such as a clean working space; comfortable office; healthy worker; skillful worker, etc. Customers will only pay for the results and get the benefit, without the need to manage or have the skill to do the process by themselves.

The third step of conceptual framework building is to define boundaries. This conceptual framework will be build for Indonesian industrial estate firms because the data were taken from Indonesian industrial estate firms. The basic concept would be compatible for industrial estate firms in other countries but the data must be obtained to adjust whether there are differences in the regulations, conditions, roles, and characteristics of industrial estate firms.

The next step is framework testing to confirm the deductive conceptual framework. Framework testing will be conducted using official websites, papers, and interviews with experts as summarized in Figure 4.

5. Result and Discussion

Indonesian government issuing regulation that industrial estate firms have obligation to provide at least: (1) standard water treatment installation; (2) sewage water treatment installation; (3) drainage; (4) street-lighting; (5) and road for the companies operated in the estate[15]. Then we can conclude that these are the minimum requirement of industrial estate firms. In Indonesia,
according to several sources, it is known that most industrial estate firms depend so much on products selling since it gives large enough profit compares to providing services.

To investigate the implementation of types of PSS and their business activities in Indonesian industrial estate firms, data were obtained from the official websites, the papers, and interviews with experts that closely related to industrial estate firms. As mentioned before, in this article we study 5 industrial estate firms to test the framework. The first four industrial estate firms are 2015 industrial estates award winners whose operated about 30 years, and the fifth is a new industrial estate firm, operated below 5 years. The first three industrial estate firms are located in Java island and the last two are outside Java island.

From our study, we found that all industrial estate firms studied already fulfilled, even exceed, all standards determined by the government. They already provide water supply, water treatment and waste treatment services, security, lighting, road and network, and other infrastructure. The industrial estate firms also found already doing business activities in types of PSS, as summarized in table 1.

From the data, we found that all industrial estate firms studied are focus on selling land and/or buildings as their main business in the early firm life cycle period. Beside selling land and/or buildings, all industrial estate firms also provide maintenance and security services to help customers in operating their businesses. Additionally, the fourth industrial estate provides consultancy and advice services to assist companies (as customers) that will invest in the industrial estate, and assist license application. The fifth Industrial Estate also provides 3 hours investment licensing system to ease companies joining the estate. This fact has proven that Indonesian industrial estate firms in the early stage of life cycle already implement business activities that comply with product-oriented PSS.

Although all industrial estate firms implement product-related business activities, the fourth industrial estate, and the fifth industrial estate also provide implementation advice and consultancy. Among the industrial estate firms, it is found that the kind of services and products provided are almost the same. All of them get the most profit that comes from selling products and provide services in form of maintenance, repair, and security. The fourth industrial estate and the fifth industrial estate have uniqueness in form of license application assistance that maybe become the competitive advantage.

As mentioned in table 1, all industrial estate firms provide warehouses for lease, while the first industrial estate and the second industrial estate also lease factories to customers and the fifth industrial estate rent tank farms. This fact shows that all industrial estate firms already implement product lease business activity with almost the same kind of services. The third industrial estate found rent vehicle, while the fifth industrial estate plan to built meeting incentives, convention, and exhibition (MICE) facility. In many countries, MICE recently believed can attract visitors and bring economic benefit, raising good image, and have a positive impact on the development of the local region as well as the country.

Due to implementing and planning rent business activities, the third and the fifth industrial estate already implement the product rent/sharing business activity. All industrial estate firms provide logistic service with pool system. Additionally, the second and the fifth industrial estate provide a dry port facility that can ease and fast the distribution process. This condition shows that the first to the fourth industrial estate already implement use-oriented PSS through the business activities. Whereas the fifth industrial estate as the considerably new industrial estate has also implement use-oriented PSS, although some activities are still in the planning phase. In use-oriented PSS, it can be seen that there slightly different services provided by industrial estate firms. The differences mainly because of difference in resource and capability owned by the industrial estate firms.

The third industrial estate provides custom office in the estate, while the fourth industrial estate provides manpower management and recruitment service and provide immigration clearance to help companies in the estate. The second industrial estate provides security, office boy and cleaning service outsources, managed by the industrial estate firm. Paying periodical fee, companies in the estate can use these outsourcing services. These services show that the industrial estates already do management business activity, helping customers to do their non-core business with outsourcing system. The first to the fourth industrial estate already do pay per service unit business activities, while the fifth industrial estate still finds the one pay per service business activity. All industrial estates provide hotel. The first to the fourth industrial estate provide health service. The unique pay per services business activity provided by the second industrial estate by renting helicopter; the third industrial estate by providing vehicle service; and the fourth industrial estate by providing dormitory and executive village. Furthermore, the first to the fourth industrial estate already do functional result business activity. The first to the fourth industrial estate provide commercial facilities or shop houses and sport and entertainment facilities, while the first and the second industrial estate build a city around the industrial estate, the second and the third industrial estate build educational facilities, and the second industrial estate built senior living facility. The fifth industrial estate plan to build community academy, but the training already conducted for Sei Mangkii's human resource. From these business activity implementations, it can be concluded that the first to the fourth industrial estate firms already implement result-oriented PSS, while the fifth industrial estate firm still starting to plan to implement result-oriented PSS, and already start to provide training. Based on the analysis, in result-oriented PSS, the difference of services provided even more. These difference can become the competitive advantage for each industrial estate firm. All types of PSS already found in the first to the fourth industrial estate practice that means services already taken as an important point in their business. However, they were still emphasizing the limited land and building sales, especially during the early stages of their life cycle, since it is providing a great profit. That is why most industrial estate firms attempt to expand the land or find another location once the products sold out. This is due to the fact that selling products still becoming the greatest income generator for industrial estate firms. Nevertheless expanding the industrial estate not always a simple or possible option, because of the high investment and spatial regulation. On the other hand, they still have
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of PSS</th>
<th>Business activities</th>
<th>First Industrial Estate</th>
<th>Second Industrial Estate</th>
<th>Third Industrial Estate</th>
<th>Fourth Industrial Estate</th>
<th>Fifth Industrial Estate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product-related</td>
<td>• Sell land and building • Provide maintenance • Provide security</td>
<td>• Sell land and building • Provide maintenance • Provide security</td>
<td>• Sell land and building • Provide maintenance • Provide security</td>
<td>• Sell land and building • Provide maintenance • Provide security</td>
<td>• Sell land and building • Provide maintenance • Provide security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product-oriented PSS</td>
<td>Advice and consultancy</td>
<td>• Sell land and building • Provide maintenance • Provide security</td>
<td>• Sell land and building • Provide maintenance • Provide security</td>
<td>• Sell land and building • Provide maintenance • Provide security</td>
<td>• Sell land and building • Provide maintenance • Provide security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use-oriented PSS</td>
<td>Product lease</td>
<td>• Lease warehouses • Lease factories</td>
<td>• Lease warehouses • Lease factories</td>
<td>• Lease warehouses</td>
<td>• Lease warehouses • Lease tank farms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product renting/sharing</td>
<td>• Provide Logistic service • Provide dry port facility</td>
<td>• Provide Logistic service • Provide dry port facility</td>
<td>• Provide Logistic service • Provide dry port facility</td>
<td>• Provide Logistic service • Provide dry port facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product pooling</td>
<td>Activity management</td>
<td>• Provide security, cleaning service, office boy outsource</td>
<td>• Provide custom office</td>
<td>• Provide manpower management and recruitment service • Provide immigration clearance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result-oriented PSS</td>
<td>Pay per service unit</td>
<td>• Provide hotel • Provide health service • Provide helicopter rent</td>
<td>• Provide hotel • Provide health service • Provide vehicle service</td>
<td>• Provide hotel • Provide health service • Provide dormitory • Provide executive village</td>
<td>• Provide hotel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional result</td>
<td>• Provide commercial facilities • Provide sport and entertainment facilities • Built city</td>
<td>• Provide commercial facilities • Provide sport and entertainment facilities • University • Built city • Provide senior living facility</td>
<td>• Provide shophouses • Provide sport and entertainment facilities • Vocational high school</td>
<td>• Provide commercial facilities • Provide sport and entertainment facilities</td>
<td>• Provide training as an impetus of community academy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: summarized from official websites [42]–[45], a conference material [46] and interviews with experts

obligations to their customers as in the regulation that they still must manage the industrial estate and provide service to the companies inside. Therefore, they manage to provide various services to be sustained. The more they mature they will find more effort to innovate to provide more various services.

The first to the fourth industrial estate was built in the 1990s, range from 1989 until 1993. It means that they have operated more than 30 years and already in the middle or later stages of the life cycle. This is one of the reasons why their business activities tend to innovate in providing services. By providing more services,
industrial estate firms have more opportunity to do innovation. With innovation, firms have more opportunity to gain new profit to be sustained. In contrast to the four industrial estates that has long been operating, the fifth industrial estate has only been operating for about 3 years and still at the early stage of firm life cycle. So the fifth industrial estate still provides a little kind of service or still planning the services. This conforms with the framework that the more mature the industrial estate the more they need to provide service. It can be said that use-oriented PSS and result-oriented PSS would be needed when an industrial estate firm going to runs out their land and buildings to keep on sustain.

Among the industrial estate firms, while implementing product-oriented PSS, they mainly sell and provide similar products and services with similar business activities. Nevertheless, by using use-oriented PSS and moreover, result-oriented PSS, which is the composition of providing services more than products, among industrial estate firms there are differences in business activities and services provided. For example, there are industrial estate firms that rent factories, build a city, provide sport and entertainment facilities while the other create services such as healthcare, immigration clearance, etc. Then, it can be concluded that by providing more services, industrial estate firms can do more various business activities.

From the conceptual framework and discussion, there are propositions that can be built regarding PSS implementation in industrial estate firms toward sustainability, considering the firm life cycle.

Proposition 1: Industrial estate firm would need to provide more services in the later stage of the firm life cycle to be sustained because they have limited tangible products.

Proposition 2: PSS concept supposed to be suitable to be implemented for industrial estate firms, due to the emphasizes on services providing rather than tangible products.

Proposition 3: Among types of PSS, product-oriented, use-oriented product-oriented composition of PSS is getting bigger, leading to more possibilities for innovation, as services are given more opportunity for it.

Proposition 4: More service composition leads to the industrial estate firms that have more flexibility to create business activities. That is why in the application of results-oriented PSS, there are many variations in the types of services provided between industrial estate firms. This variation can then become a uniqueness that will form a competitive advantage for industrial estate firms.

Proposition 5: In relation to Proposition 2, industrial estate firms with unique business activities and competitive advantage based on services will have the greater likelihood of profit and sustainability.

Proposition 6: All three types of PSS are appropriate to be applied to each product life cycle in order to maintain the sustainability of the industrial estate firm at each stage of the product life cycle. Product-oriented appropriate PSS is applied in the early stages of the company's life cycle when the firm is new and sells many products in the form of land and buildings. The appropriate use-oriented PSS is applied at the mid-life stage of a company when the product begins so little that the service has begun to be emphasized. Result-oriented PSS is appropriate to apply to the end of the firm life cycle when the product is getting smaller or exhausted, so the service needs to be the main business activity.

6. Conclusion

As already been explained, this article is extending the previous work in 2017 IEEE International Conference on Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management (IEEEM) [1]. In this article, we added the concept of firm life cycle and data from interviews with experts. The novelty of this article is by added firm life cycle concept in PSS management. This concept is added because of the knowledge regarding industrial estate firms will follow a firm life cycle pattern [41]. As discussed earlier, that would create differences with the condition [28] and strategy needed [29]. Therefore, different PSS management would be promptly needed.

From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the concept of PSS can be applied to help Indonesian industrial estate firms to be sustainable across their life cycle. This is strengthened by data and interview results that many Indonesian industrial estate firms have started to think and provide services combined with products sales. Among firms, there are differences of services provided and business activities done. These findings are in line with the reference that state industrial estate firms need to shift to provide service for further development to be sustained [36].

Facing the firm life cycle, industrial estate firms can use the three types of PSS with the business activities. Industrial estate firms can do business activities that are suitable for their conditions regarding with firm life cycle. The type and business activities can be changed when the condition of the firm change along the firm life cycle. The suitable PSS management would lead to firms' sustainability in each life cycle. The conceptual framework suggests that the types of PSS implementations can assist industrial estate firms at each stage of the firm life cycle through creative innovation of the services provided to enable the industrial area to play its role well.

From the data, it is also found that the more the service composition is provided, the industrial estate firm will have more flexibility to innovate creatively. The more innovation would lead to more opportunity creation and the ability to choose the right business and service type. With this benefit, the industrial estate firms would get a competitive advantage, not to mention sustainability.

The implication of the findings is that industrial estate firms need to manage their PSS as an attempt to be sustained. They better plan the PSS in the beginning for they can get more stable and continuous profit. The planning for PSS from the beginning will also ease industrial estate firms to allocate the service facilities in the industrial estate and maintain good integration in the estate.

This article will help industrial estate firms to see opportunities for business activities that meet the conditions that can be applied at each stage of the firm life cycle based on the PSS concept. This concept also provides suggestions for industrial estate firms in determining strategies at each stage of the firm life cycle to be sustainable. For the government, this article will support the
government's efforts to develop appropriate policies in the development of the industry through the role of the industrial estate, which in turn improves the national economy and welfare. In the academic field, this article presents the incorporation of industrial estate concepts, corporate life cycles and PSS that are currently unexamined. This conceptual framework can generally be used for industrial estate firms because the basic theory used is general. However, since the empirical data in this article is only taken from industrial estate firms in Indonesia, there may be differences in government regulations, and conditions of competition, business, economy, industry conditions, etc. for other countries that may require adjustment.

The implementations of PSS in this article are identified from the websites of industrial estates award winners and the interviews with industrial estate firms experts. For a better study, data from the websites need to be triangulated to get better descriptions. In addition, for further research, it is necessary to study more industrial estates to strengthen the results obtained. The study with non-award winners industrial estate firms also needs to be conducted to study to further test the concept. Moreover, the new and middle age industrial estate firms also need to be studied, to confirm the concept. Then our next research is to test the conceptual framework that has been built with interviews with several industrial estate firms with different conditions.

Further research about the comparison between private and public industrial areas as well as the comparison between industrial areas located in Java and those located outside Java should be employed. Research can also be extended by combining other concepts of operational strategies. Another research can also be conducted to study the firm life cycle pattern. Further study would also need to study the industrial estate firms with various time operated to better see the pattern of implementation of each type of PSS in industrial firms.
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